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Lesson 22 (approximately 644 words)
Jack liked reviewing the problems on the tax quiz on Friday.
Jack liked reviewing the problems on the tax quiz on Friday.
Check #365 for $98.47, dated May 31, 2001, was not endorsed.
Check #365 for $98.47, dated May 31, 2001, was not endorsed.
The auditor may work with vigor to form the bus audit panel.
The auditor may work with vigor to form the bus audit panel.
After Nariaki ate the pancake, he had an apple and a banana.
After Nariaki ate the pancake, he had an apple and a banana.
Ben Buhl became a better batter by barring big rubber balls.
Ben Buhl became a better batter by barring big rubber balls.
Chi Chang from Creek Circle caught a raccoon for Cara Locke.
Chi Chang from Creek Circle caught a raccoon for Cara Locke.
Did David and Dick Adams decide to delay the departure date?
Did David and Dick Adams decide to delay the departure date?
Ed and Eileen were selected to chaperone the evening events.
Ed and Eileen were selected to chaperone the evening events.
Jeff Flores officially failed four of five finals on Friday.
Jeff Flores officially failed four of five finals on Friday.
Garth and Gregg glanced at the gaggle of geese on the grass.
Garth and Gregg glanced at the gaggle of geese on the grass.
His haphazard shots helped through half of the hockey match.
His haphazard shots helped through half of the hockey match.
Ida insisted on living in Illinois, Indiana, or Mississippi.

Ida insisted on living in Illinois, Indiana, or Mississippi.
Jackie objected to taking Jay’s jeans and jersey on the jet.
Jackie objected to taking Jay’s jeans and jersey on the jet.
Ken kept Kay’s snack in a knapsack in the back of the kayak.
Ken kept Kay’s snack in a knapsack in the back of the kayak.
Lillian and Layne will fill the two small holes in the lane.
Lillian and Layne will fill the two small holes in the lane.
The minimum amount may make the mission impossible for many.
The minimum amount may make the mission impossible for many.
Dr. Cox is running late today.
Dr. Cox is running late today.
Ichiro baked Sandy a birthday cake.
Ichiro baked Sandy a birthday cake.
Kellee will meet us here after the game.
Kellee will meet us here after the game.
Gordon will be leaving for college on Friday.
Gordon will be leaving for college on Friday.
Juan and Jay finished the project late last night.
Juan and Jay finished the project late last night.
This is the first time that I have been to Los Angeles.
This is the first time that I have been to Los Angeles.
You must be an extra-special individual if you are
recognized throughout the world. Eleanor Roosevelt was such a
person. All through her life she took up the cause of the less
fortunate. Quite often you could find her trying to help people
out of work.
Women’s issues, racial issues, and youth issues were other
causes that she spent an amazing amount of time working on.
Being the first lady gave her a platform to further these

causes. Serving on the United Nations gave her the opportunity
to continue to promote these just causes on the world level.
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